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Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are constructed to provide resource sharing among interested participants (peers) in a distributed and self-organized fashion. The way P2P networks are formed is critical to the overall system performance
due to communications and network maintenance overhead. Mobile environments pose additional challenges on P2P
networks due to heterogeneity of nodes, inherent limited resources, dynamic context and wireless network characteristics. This paper presents RobP2P, a robust architecture to construct mobile P2P networks and eﬃciently maintain the
network state. RobP2P introduces a novel super-peer selection protocol based on an aggregate utility function that takes
into account peers’ capability and context. It also presents an agile scheme through which super-peers can delegate
their responsibilities to more powerful and stable joining or existing peers. Our simulation results show that the RobP2P
is eﬃcient, less prone to failure, and generates lower overhead traﬃc, while reliably maintaining the consistency of
network state .
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1. Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have evolved from simple ﬁle sharing to advanced distributed paradigms,
such as collaborative activities and social applications. Nowadays, the P2P horizon extends to mobile data
management [1], heterogeneous resource sharing [2, 3], and mobile service provisioning [4]. P2P systems
are self-organizing, capable of maintaining a consistent state despite the fact that the network topology and
the number of peers are dynamically changing. Generally, P2P systems share common characteristics such
as distributed architecture, collaborative communications, aggregate shared pool of resources/services, and
decentralized control over shared resources [5].
The choice of the underlying network architecture has a great impact on the overall system performance. Super-peer networks take advantage of centralized schemes, while beneﬁting from the robustness
of distributed architectures [6]. In super-peer overlay infrastructures, the network topology is constructed in
two layers. One layer contains nodes called super-peers (or super-nodes) that have relatively higher capability and assume special responsibilities. The second layer contains all other peers (called ordinary peers).
Super-peers handle the communications inside their respective groups as well as exchange information with
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other super-peers. Query resolving (resource discovery) in a super-peer architecture is much faster than
any other P2P topology. However, super-peer selection is challenging due to the many factors that govern the selection decision which have direct impact on the super-peer performance. Mobile environments
pose additional challenges to super-peer selection due to the constantly changing topology and the various
constraints stemming from either the limited capability of mobile nodes or the intrinsic characteristics of
wireless networks.
Much of the research which has investigated the challenge of super-peer selection and contributed with
many algorithms and techniques were designed either for static networks [7, 8, 9, 10] or to address a speciﬁc
constraint of dynamic mobile environments [11, 12, 13]. Most of these approaches either suﬀer from high
failure rate due to the lack of aggregate consideration to the various mobile environment constrains or trade
oﬀ reliability for cost of maintaining the overlay topology and incur longer query latency.
This paper proposes RobP2P, a robust mobile P2P super-node architecture with a two-fold vision: 1) lay
the foundation for eﬃcient and scalable P2P overlay networks; 2)develop a reliable P2P infrastructure that
enables eﬃcient resource sharing and service provisioning in mobile environments with no-infrastructure
support. RobP2P presents a novel super-peer selection mechanism that improves the stability of super-peer
P2P architectures. It also introduces a reliability improvement scheme that reduces the network maintenance
overhead, while improving the overall network reliability and stability. In addition, it reduces the overdue
burden on resource-constrained nodes by distributing loads evenly across the network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief background and outlines
related work. Section 3 provides an abstract description of RobP2P. The RobP2P architecture, super-peer
selection criteria, selection algorithm, and role changing scheme are presented in Section 4. Section 5
discusses the ﬁndings and simulation results. Section 6 concludes the paper and draw future directions.
2. Background and Related Work
P2P systems emerged as an alternative to the well-understood client/server paradigm. The major goal
of P2P architecture is distributing the load among all participants instead of relying on a central powerful
node. Resources in P2P systems are shared in a collaborative manner and peers that request or oﬀer access
to resources have the option to join, leave, and voluntarily participate in an ad-hoc fashion.
Since the introduction of the super-peer P2P network architecture, many research eﬀorts contributed
with diﬀerent variations of super-peer selection algorithms and overlay topology maintenance schemes.
Chawathe et al. [14] introduce several modiﬁcations to the original design of Gnutella in order to accommodate node heterogeneity and eﬃciently handle the load when high aggregate query rates occur. Other studies
address the inherent constraints of mobile environments, such as limited resources and mobility, in selecting
super-nodes. For example, Kim et al. [13] propose a double-layered P2P system, in which super-nodes are
selected based on their mobility pattern in order to enhance the system stability and reliability. Kim et al.
[11] share the same concern, but they believe that the node energy level should be taken into consideration
along with the mobility factor. Merz et al. [15] propose a super-peer topology construction and maintenance
scheme based on network coordinates.
In contrast to these previous research eﬀorts, RobP2P integrates many factors to eﬃciently select superpeers, including the node’s current mobility, immediate energy level, network capability, mean uptime, and
connectivity degree. Network capability aims to assign a higher priority to nodes with higher bandwidth
availability and multiple network interfaces. Whereas the connectivity degree aims to balance the node
load (number of served peers) with its capacity and uniformly distribute the peer load across the network
topology.
3. RobP2P Overview Description
In this section we describe RobP2P, focusing on selecting super-peers and maintaining the consistency of
the P2P overly topology. The design of RobP2P boils down to a three-fold objective: 1) develop a robust and
eﬃcient super-peer selection protocol; 2) reduce the overhead traﬃc of network topology maintenance; 3)
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Fig. 1: An abstract overview of RobP2P
increase the reliability and stability of the network infrastructure through enabling peers to ﬂexibly change
their role.
Figure 1 shows an abstract overview of RobP2P. We assume that peers (nodes) span a wide range of
mobile device form factors and wireless sensors with diﬀerent features and a variety hardware and software
stacks. Some of these peers are high-end mobile devices such as laptops, tablets, smartphones, and vehicles
equipped with processing power and network connectivity. Other peers have limited processing power, battery life, storage, and network capabilities, such as featured phones, low-end wireless sensors, cameras, etc.
We assume that peers form P2P groups based on location proximity, within a few hops from one another, regardless of their interests and resources they may share. Peers are on the move and their context changes dynamically.
$
'
RobP2P is structured in two virtual layers, one
Distinguishing features of RobP2P:
layer contains super-peers and the other layer
-Introducing a robust join/leave procedure, in which
contains ordinary peers. Super-peers are relnewly joining peers may assume super-peer responsiatively powerful, trust-worthy, and reachable
bilities based on their proﬁle.
by other peers. The selection of super-peers
-Presetting a novel Role Changing Scheme that enis based on their current proﬁle, as detailed in
ables peers to call for changing their role based on
section 4.2. Ordinary peers communicate with
a signiﬁcant change in their proﬁles.
the rest of the network through their designated
-Providing an eﬃcient super-peer selection utility
function that accommodates the dynamics of mobile
super-peer.
networks and constraints of mobile nodes.

&
4. RobP2P Architecture

The P2P network is divided into multiple regions. Each region represents a location-based group that
contains peers that are physically located with the region boundaries. Algorithm 1 shows the group initialization procedure. Each group selects a super-peer that represents the group head, while the rest of the
peers become ordinary peers. All peers calculate their proﬁle index using the utility function in Equation
(1) and participate to the super-peer selection following Algorithm 2. Once super-peers are selected, all
advertisements and queries within groups are sent to respective super-peers. Super-peers collect and index
the group information including active peers, advertised resources, and oﬀered services in order to manage
the group communications and resolve queries addressed to the group. The super-peer is also responsible of
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Fig. 2: Join process
maintaining the group state including selecting new super-peers, in case its context changes or moves away
of the group’s centroid (i.e. where the majority of the group peers can be reached). Ordinary peers generate
three type of messages: hello, advertise, and query. Each of these messages contains the peer ID (source),
super-peer ID (destination), message type, and a payload. The hello message maintains the peer existence
in the network and is sent at speciﬁc time intervals (TTL). The hello message has an empty payload. Peers
send the advertise and query messages whenever they announce or request access to a resource, respectively.
Their payload contains information about the oﬀered or requested resource. They also reset the TTL counter
of the sender peer. Each advertisement is renewed every TTL in order to keep the associated resource valid.
Otherwise, the advertisement is removed from the super-peer index. Each group maintains its state individually and independently of other groups. Super-peers coordinate between each other to communicate their
indexed information.
4.1. Join/Leave
The newly joining peer calculates its proﬁle index based on the network utility function and compares
it with the proﬁle of the current super-peer. If the proﬁle of the new peer outperforms the proﬁle of the
super-peer, the new peer takes over the super-peer responsibility. Then, the current super-peer downgrades
itself and sends an update message to the group declaring the new super-peer. This message updates the role
of the current super-peer and provides the ID of the new super-peer. Figure 2 illustrates the join process and
Algorithm 3 shows the join procedure.
Due to the dynamicity of mobile P2P networks and the ever changing context of mobile nodes, superpeers may leave gracefully or die suddenly. Super-peer reselection starts when the network detects superpeer failure or the super-peer itself expects a service disruption or a signiﬁcant reduction of its connectivity
degree (the number connected ordinary peers) due to mobility. In addition, dynamic context changes may
result in changing the peers capability, and hence their proﬁle index. Ordinary peers may become more
capable to assume super-peer responsibilities, or super-peers might encounter performance depredation.
Therefore, in addition to recovering the mobile P2P network state from super-peer failure/disruption, we
introduce the Role Changing Scheme, aiming at enhancing the overall system reliability.
4.2. Super-peer Selection
The eﬃciency of a P2P network is highly dependant on the performance of its super-peers and their
communication. Selecting super-peers in P2P systems is always challenging. A super-peer must be capable
to improve the overall performance of P2P networks, otherwise it might become a bottleneck. The goal of
our super-peer selection protocol is to satisfy the following criteria:
• Accessibility - super-peers must be accessible with minimal cost(delay) by all ordinary peers. Peers
with multihoming capability (i.e. run multiple network interfaces), must have preferences in superpeer selection, as they can employ their diﬀerent interfaces to communicate with a wide range of other
devices [16].
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Algorithm 1: Initialize group (Gi )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: Ni : Set of nodes in Gi
Output: null
for j ← 1 to |Ni | do
Broadcast(n j .ID)
n j .NC ← 0
end
while setup duration and msg recvd do
add neighbor(n j .ID)
n j .NC ← n j .NC + 1
end
choose leader(Ni )

Algorithm 3: Join(Gi )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Algorithm 2: choose leader (Ni )

1
2
3
4
5
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9

Input: Ni : Set of nodes in Gi ,
MAX BW // maximal BW in Gi over all
heterogeneous devices
Output: ncurrent .leader
n j .pro f ile = calculate Equ(1)
ncurrent .leader ← ncurrent
best pro f ile ← 0
while selection duration and msg recvd do
if msg rcvd[n j .pro f ile] > best pro f ile then
ncurrent .leader ← n j
best pro f ile ← n j .pro f ile
end
end

10

Input: nnew : new node to join Gi ,
MAX BW
Output: null
nn ew.pro f ile = calculate Equ(1)
Broadcast(“new join”,nnew .ID, nnew .pro f ile)
while wait duration do
if msg rcvd[n j .pro f ile] > nnew .pro f ile then
ncurrent .leader ← nnew
break //i.e. end search
end
end
best pro f ile ← nnew .pro f ile
Broadcast(ncurrent .leader, best pro f ile)

Algorithm 4: Rcv join REQ(nnew )

1
2
3

Input: nnew : new node to join Gi
Output: Msg response
if Rcv join REQ then
Unicast(nnew , ncurrent .leader)
end

Algorithm 5: Leave(Gi )

1
2
3

Input: ncurent .leader: Super-peer
Output: nnew .leader
ncurrent .leader ← delegate(nnext best )
best pro f ile ← nnext best .pro f ile
Broadcast(ncurrent .leader, best pro f ile))

• Powerfulness - super-peers must possess suﬃcient resources to handle the group communications and
resolve queries with reasonable delay.
• Distribution - super-peers must be selected so that every node in the P2P network has at least one
reachable super-peer and each super-peer must serve a reasonable number of ordinary nodes according
its current capacity.
• Mobility - peers with low mobility proﬁles must be given higher preferences to avoid frequent superpeer selections.
• Context-awareness - super-peers should be capable of detecting their status and re-select new superpeers or delegate their responsibilities to the next best candidate node if they expect service disruption
or experience degradation in their performance.
4.3. Super-peer Selection Algorithm
To measure whether a peer n j is a candidate to assume super-peer responsibilities in a group Gi , we
deﬁne the peer proﬁle using the utility function in Equation (1). In this equation, b is the current battery
power level on n j , Emax denotes the maximum energy level that any peer belongs to Gi might have, m is
the current mobility pattern of n j , Mmax is the maximum mobility n j can reach, BW is the current available
bandwidth of n j , BWmax represents the maximum bandwidth across Gi , ut is the normalized mean uptime of
n j , which denotes how stable the peer is, NC represents the network connectivity, i.e. how many peers in

Gi can reach n j , w1 − w5 are weights that represent the factor importance, where 5k=1 wk = 1. In this utility
function, we reverse the peer mobility, since peers with low mobility pattern are of higher preferences. The
peer proﬁle ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the proﬁle value, the more possibility a peer could be selected
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as a super-peer. Each peer in Gi calculates and shares its proﬁle with other peers. The peer with the highest
proﬁle declares itself the super-peer serving Gi .


n j .b
Mmax − n j .m
n j .BW
n j .NC
1
+ w2 x
+ w4 xn j .ut + w5 x
(1)
+ w3 x
n j .pro f ile = x w1 x
5
Emax (Gi )
Mmax
BWmax (Gi )
|Ni |
The super-peer selection procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. When establishing connectivity in a group,
we assume symmetric communication between all nodes (however no mandate for direct 1-1 messaging to
hold the diversity constraint). We assume that BW is aggregated bandwidth over all interfaces of a node.
This gives preferences to nodes with multiple interfaces in super-peer selection.
4.4. Role Changing Scheme
The role changing scheme aims to accommodate the dynamic context change of mobile P2P networks,
while maintaining the system reliability. A peer initiates the procedure to call for changing its current role,
either promoting or demoting itself according to its current situation. Super-peers invoke the procedure
shown in Algorithm 5 when they detect degradation in their performance with more than 10% of their
original calculated proﬁle. This enables peers with more capability to assume super-peer responsibilities.
An ordinary peer may also initiate the procedure if it experiences a signiﬁcant improvement in its capability
(such as battery life, bandwidth, or connectivity degree). This improvement in capability must exceed the
last reported proﬁle value by the current super-peer. These threshold values are chosen to maintain the
network stability and avoid undue overhead that might occur due to false calls.
5. Experimental Results and Discussions
We conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance of RobP2P, focusing on its distinguishing
features. We limit the scope of our evaluation setup to investigate the following aspects: 1) the overhead
of super-peer selection, 2) how RobP2P maintains a stable state while reducing the number of unnecessary
super-peer selection, which will test the quality of our utility functions, 3) how RobP2P handles the churn
of mobile networks (i.e. frequent join and leave of nodes), while maintaining the system reliability.
Additionally, since enabling eﬃcient resource sharing and query handling is one of the design objectives
of RobP2P, we conducted speciﬁc experiments to investigate the query failure rate and the associated overall
generated network traﬃc. The failure rate is deﬁned as the number of unsuccessful queries to the total
number of submitted queries. We compare the performance of RobP2P with the approach presented by Kim
et al. [11], since the authors claim that their approach is superior over MOB [13], while the authors of MOB
claim that their approach outperforms Greedy and MIS [17].
The performance evaluation is carried out using the network simulator NS3 [18]. Table 1 summarizes
the experimental parameters we used in our simulation.
Parameter
Value

# of peers
200

Com. range
100m

Topology area
1km x 1km

TTL
10(sec)

Exper. Time
100 TTL

Node Energy
100-2500J

Mobility (m/s)
random 0-2.5

Table 1: Summary of the experimental parameters
Figure 3 reveals that the query failure rate is much lower in our system, which reﬂects the system reliability and stability. This improvement is attributed to our super-peer utility function and the role changing
scheme, both of which contribute the most to our system stability through eﬃcient selection of super-peers.
However, this stability comes at the expense of generating a little extra traﬃc as Figure 4 shows; where newly
joining peers exchange messages to check whether they are more capable to assume super-peer functionalities or not. Although this little extra traﬃc is negligible compared to other approaches, the performance
beneﬁts to the system reliability are remarkable.
Figure 5 shows that RobP2P is less-prone to query failure in mobile environments, where most of the
nodes are always on the move. The result proves that our super-peer selection is eﬃcient, giving preference
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Fig. 3: Query failure versus Join/Leave rate
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to peers with lower a mobility proﬁle and higher connectivity factor. Taking into account the ability of
super-peers to communicate over multiple interfaces signiﬁcantly reduces the query failure rate, since superpeers and ordinary peers are reached through diﬀerent wireless technologies. Figure 6 shows that RobP2P
accommodates peer mobility while maintaining the network state, with lower cost than other architectures.
Figure 7 illustrates the impact of changing the TTL on the query failure rate. The longer the TTL is,
the more query failures occur. However, RobP2P outperforms Kim’s approach [11]. There are two reasons
that explain this observation. First, our super-peer selection function takes into account the various factors
that accommodate the inherent dynamics of P2P mobile networks, which by itself makes the super-peer
selection eﬃcient. Secondly, the role-changing scheme, that we introduced to handle the network churn
and the dynamic change in the node context, enables peers to request changing their role regardless of
the TTL. This reduces the number of unnecessary invocations to the super-peer selection algorithm, while
maintaining an overall high reliability. On the other hand, Figure 8 shows that a signiﬁcant reduction of the
network maintenance traﬃc occurs as a natural result of extending the TTL period. However, RobP2P is
capable of maintaining a stable network state, while others fail when the TTL period becomes longer.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents RobP2P, a robust mobile P2P architecture that enables eﬃcient resource sharing.
RobP2P introduces an aggregate utility function that determines whether a peer is a candidate to assume
super-peer responsibility. This utility function takes into account both the mobile node constraints and mobile network dynamicity. RobP2P also introduces a novel scheme that enables peers to call for changing
their role based on a signiﬁcant change in their current proﬁle. This scheme renders the mobile P2P network
topology, constructed with RobP2P, more stable. It also signiﬁcantly reduces the network maintenance overhead while maintaining a high level of reliability. Simulation results show that RobP2P outperforms other
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P2P architectures. We plan to continue improving RobP2P by introducing a middle layer that contains relay
peers, whose proﬁles are close to the selected super-peer. Relay peers are intended to extend the structure of
the overlay network, while maintaining same level of reliability. We also plan to further investigate related
performance issues.
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